[Effect of reduqing on HL-60 cells in secreting tumor necrosis factor alpha production and on TNF alpha converting enzyme mRNA expression].
To explore the molecular mechanism of inhibiting effects of Reduqing on the release of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF alpha). Using cytobiologic and molecular biologic technique to observe the effects of Reduqing on HL-60 cells in producing inflammatory cytokine secreting TNF alpha (sTNF alpha) and on mRNA expression of TNF alpha converting enzyme (TACE). (1) Reduqing, diluted in ratio 1:30, could effectively inhibit the increased HL-60 production of sTNF-alpha induced by lipopolysaccharides (LPS); (2) Although no obvious effect on TACE was shown when Reduqing was applied alone on HL-60 cells, there was evident inhibitory effect of Reduqing on TACE mRNA expression enhancement induced by LPS. Reduqing could have the double inhibitory effects both on sTNF-alpha production and on the gene expression of its key enzyme, i.e. TACE stimulated by LPS, suggesting that it might be a hopeful and excellent natural TACE inhibitor.